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Abstract
This report pre;ellts \'arious applications of pamphrasillg fea-
tUft'S within a state-of-the-art S~lT system. \Ve show how the
ta.<;kof paraphra."iing can he viewed as a monolingual trans-
lation process. \Vhile fe<:cnt work has shown the usefulness
of paraphrasing SOurCl' seutences under the condition of only
scarce bilingual data being available, we examine the Iwuefits
of paraphra.'lillg source sentences under the scenario of an abun-
dance of bilingual data. In addition, results of expl'riments us-
ing additional paraphra,'.,cd reference sentences fOf traininp; are
presented. Although these tl"(:hniques do not. lead to significant
iucrea.-;cs in BLED scores under the examined scenarios. Wl~ar.
gue, having observed initial promising re:mlb from our novel
idea of matching longer phrase:;, that we can expect more ~Ilh-
~tantial improvements in other cases from the integration of
paraphrasing feature~ illtn 511'1'.
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1 Introduction

Statistical machine translation (S:\IT) as the currently leading solu-
tion for the task of automatic translation of large vocabulary text heavily
depends 011 the amounts of data used in the process. \\'hile bilingual cor-
pora and reference sets are available to train corresponding models, their
size and structure also determine the consequent performance and auto-
matic evaluation of ShiT systems. Therefore, it can he helpful to either
simplify or add more variety to data provided for the task of statistical
machine translation automatically.

Recent. progress in the field of paraphrasing has stimulatN\ research on
how to apply paraphrasing techniques in order to improve S\IT quality.
Improvements were achieved by illdudin~ paraphrasing techniqucs at
eiiffcreutstages of the translation process, namely by paraphrasing whole
corpora hefore training, by paraphrasing source input before the actual
translation task, by paraphrasing system output on the target side, or by
generating additional paraphrased reference sentences or even whole new
metrics which take paraphrase information into account for evaluation.

After giving an overvicw on statistical machine translation and the
state-of-the-art system usC'dfor our experiments in Chapter 2, we sum-
marize recent work in the field of paraphrasing and its applicabilit.y for
the statistical machine translation task in Chapter 3. \Vethen present our
experimental setup for the incorporation of three interesting approaches
into our s.ystem in Chapter 4: viewing paraphra.,;ing as a monolingual
translation task in Section 4.2, using paraphra.<;esof source phras{~sfor
lattice input, which opens up the nove! id"a of matching longer phrases
that wen.'never s('en ill the training dat.a before, in Section 4.:l. and gen-
erating additional paraphrased referencC'sfor morC'rdiahle training in
Section 4.4. The results of our work can he found in Chapter 5, implying
that under a scenario of large amounts of parallel data being availahle
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and paraphrases being learned from the same data, BLEU scores do lIot
rise significantly; however, even with this unfavorable sdup, numerous
examples for the successful application of the novel concept of match-
ing longer phra:;es are observed. \Vc conclude with an assessment of our
approa.ches and an outlook on potential further improvements.
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2 Statistical Machine
Translation

The ongoing process of globalizat.ion along wit h the exponential growth
of computing power has gradually fuei('d the iIlt.ere~t in using comput-
ers for the expensive and mmplkated ta.',k of translating text from one
language into another. Until the 19UOs, all approaches to the task of ma-
chine translation (~IT) were based on so-called expert systems that tried
to capture linguistic knowledge in manually generated sets of rules that
were then applied to source language text for translation. However. these
expert systems arc expensive to build, hard to maintain and difficult to
port to new domains and languages. Statistical machine translation, ini-
tially proposed by IR\I researchers in [BPP),I!J3], attach; these probleIll~
by breaking ont in a different direction, i.c. training stati~tical models 011

large amounts of nata, monolingual text in the target language as well as
bilingual parallel corpora containing translat iOllsof SOUl"l:elanguage text
in the target language.

2.1 Overview

In general. when translating a source language text f into a target
language text e, the re:mlting translation is the sentence that maximizes
the probability of what f translates into:

e = argmaxp(elJ), (2.1 )
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Using Bayes' Theorem, we get:

_ p(fle)p(e)
e = argmax (f = argmaxp(fle)p(e)

f p) e
(22)

Thus, linguistic knowledge can be divided into probabilitie:; yielding
from a t.ranslation model pUle), built on a correlation analysis of jointly
occurring patterns ill source and targct language. and a language model
p(e). mapping the probability of the Jo;equencee appearing in the target
language. These models are first. trained Jo;eparately.then their combina.
tion parameters arc optimized. After that, the actual translation takes
placcl and is finally evaluated,

\Vhile initial S~ITsystems were word-ba.:;ed. the ba.:;icunit of transla-
tion was reccntly extended to phrases, leading to distinct. improvemenb
in translation quality: Phrases allow for n x m alignments, make local
rrordering priceless and facilit.ate t.he learning of local ('ont(~xt. Also,
segmentation errors can be corr('ded.

2.2 The eMU SMT System

In order to examine the use of paraphrasing in the area of statistical
machine translation, we use the phra"e-has(~d state-of-the-art C)'[U S)"[T
system, rdying on the log-linear approach (published in [0;\02]), which
has recently replaced the maximum likelihood optimization used before,
Thb approach combines several models through feature functions, each of
which aSJo;ignsa raw score to a candidate hypothesis for a certain Illodel.
The raw scores hi are weighted by scaling factors A. and t hen added up for
an overall score of a hypothesis. The dC<'odingtask becomes the question
of finding a target sentence that maximizes the following formula:

lTrallsiatioll is also called decoding, stemming from the application of the noisy
channel model to the translation process; l3y removil1~ noise, one can dt'cmie the
channel output (i.e. the Spuh'lH'e to he trallslakd) to come' lip with the channel
input (Le. the translation).

18



"e = argmax L Aihi(e, f)
e i=1

(23)

Eight of the!;e feature functions arc used in the basic system with
which we evaluated our approaches, integrating scores from a language
model, a distortion lIlodel, word count and phrase count penalties, and
four translation probabilities (lexical and phra"e translation probabilities
for both translation directions). The scaling factors Ai were optimized by
minimum error rate C~lER) training, described in [Och03]. Consequently,
\ve were able to assess the helpfulness of new features by integrating them
through additional feature functions. For further details about the C~tU
S1\.IT system, consult [VZH+03].
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3 Related Work

The task of finding paraphrases forms its own research field - however,
only some of the approache~ taken in order to fino paraphrases promise
to be useful with the goal of their application in statistical machine trans-
lation in mind.

3.1 Strategies for Finding Paraphrases

Summarizing past work on acquiring paraphrases, we can distinguish
between using dictionaries on the one hand and data-driven approaches
on the other hand. Since dictionaries like \VoroNet mostly work on word
level, there is a natural const.raint for their usefulness in the area of
phrase-based S~IT. The data.drivcn approaches can he further ~mbdi-
vided by the use of either monolingual or bilingual corpora. ~11l1tiple
translations of a novel in the sallie language serve as the data source for
finding paraphrases in 1I3~IOl], where contextual and paraphrase classi-
fiers are trained uased on similarity in local context. In [PK).103], mul-
tiple reference translations for the evaluation of translation quality are
used to build finite state automata based on the results of syntactic
parsing, so that alternative paths in slI('h automata come t.o signify para.
phra.'ies of eaeh other. Especially in fields such as Question Answering
and Information Extraction, l\'amcd Entities (NE) can also be used to
find paraphrafles, such as in ISek05], where the assumption is made that
in different news articles about the same e\'ents, words used around the
same Xamcd Entities are likely to be paraphrases of each other. Similarly,
as presented in [BL03], phra."icpatterns cfln be learned that tend to be
paraphrase; if they take the same arguIllellts in different eiescriptions of
the same events. In [Dn05] and [BD05], hemistic extm('tion tc('hniques
and SV)'l-based classifiers arc used Oilmonolingual news articles.
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I\lost of th~e techniques prefer paraphra..':icquality over quantity, re-
porting relatively low numbers of found paraphra..<;cs. Bilingual parallel
corpora are taken in [UC1305] to find a much larger number of para-
phrases - this idea is presented in more detail in Section 4.1. because it
serves as the basis for our approach.

3.2 Paraphrases in SMT

Berent work has described the usc of paraphra.o;ing features at different
stages of the decoding proccss, be it on the whole training corpus, on the
source side or the target side of test sets, or for evaluation. In [\\'5502]
a reduction in \Vord Error Rate is reported along with an improH'lIlent
of subjecti\'t.~ evaluation when normalizing whole corpora by means of
replacing phrases with their most frequent paraphrases, thercuy reduc-
ing vocabulary size and facilitating parameter estimation in the training
phase. The paraphrases found by the technique presented in (BCB05]
are successfully uscd to paraphrase source input in [CBK006]. \Vhile
also paraphrasing the actual translation output on the target side later
OIl, (Yam02] propose a controller instance between a paraphra.<;erand the
actual language transfer so t hat only those parts of a source input sen-
tcncc arc paraphrased that actually help t.he decorl('r with the translation
task.

As far as evaluation is concerned, it is difficult to compare transla-
tion quality cmploying current metrics like RLEU ([rR\\'Z02J), b('cfl.USC
BLEU only considers n-grams matching any of the referencc translations
as correct. Thereforc, semantically correct translations might be judged
as had on scntence level if their n-grams arc not ('ontained in the cor-
responding reference sent.ences, a fact also stated in [CBOKOG]. This
harms the translat.ion process when opt.imi~ing t.oward a higher BLEU
score in the training phase a.s well as in the stage of final evaluation of
translation output. Thus. conccrning the training phase, a performance
improvement is reported in {~IARD07] when training the hierarchical
S~IT framework IIIERa, which learns synchronous context-free gram-
mar rules. with additional paraphrased references, while still evaluating
only with given referenccs. \Vith this technique, better scaling factors are
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found in the training phase. Addressing the c\'aluation phase, t.he inclu-
sion of paraphrase features into evaluationmeru;ures ill [RLLH05} leads to
a significantly higher correlation with human judgment compared to ex-
isting substring mat.ching techniques. Paraphrasing reference sentences
to make them more similar to a given system output sentence has been
examined by [KBOG]. [OGG\VOG] argue that the automatic creation of
additional paraphrased reference sentences for evaluation beforehand by
using different parts of source reference sentences aligned with the same
part of a target reference sentence as paraphrases correlates better with
human judgments as well.

The lack of paraphrru;ing support in BLEU ha.<Jled to t he develop-
ment of a variety of Ilew metrics such as ~lETEOR, describPd in IBL05],
where, in addition to an "exact" module that links identical words, and a
"porter-stem" module that links words that do not differ in their stems,
a "\VordKet synonymy" module is employed so that synonymous trans-
lations of words no not get penalized. Anot her recently proposed metric
called ParaEval, described in [ZLHOG].also allows for paraphra.<.;('matches
in addition to lexical matches.
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4 Our Paraphrasing Approaches

Our method of finding paraphrases relies on the findings presented in
[I3CI305],because this method finds the largest number of paraphrases,
using techniques also found in the statistical machine translation field.
\Vc then apply these paraphrases to whole ~elltences by handling para-
phrasing 8.<; a monolingual translation task. Furthermore, we examine
and refine ideas stated in ICI3KOOG]to paraphra.-;e source input sentences
before d('('ooing and concepts out of ['\IARD07j to generate additional
references for bC'tter optimization in the training phase.

4.1 Finding Paraphrases

Having large bilingual corpora available, we can assume that both a
phrase €I and its paraphrase C2 are likely t.o be traul'Jlated (l..o; the sallle
phra:;e J in the target language. This means that the S~IT system will
probably have learned translational alignments for both el and its para-
phra.-.;ce2 with I. Therefore, we can usc the target language as pivot
to determine a paraphrase probability by multiplying pUled, the prob-
ability that a source phra.-.;eel translates into a target phra.<;eI, with
p(e2If), the probability that this target phra.-;cI translates back into a
source phrase e2. and then summing over all target phrases f aligned with
e] and e2. The!'e translation probabilities can he taken from a phrase ta-
ble generated with the Pharaoh package describ(~d in IKo('04]. Thus, the
probability that a phrase e2 is a paraphrase of e] can he computed with
the following formula:

p(e,le.) ~ 2::>Ule.)p(e,lfl
f

(4.1 )
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See Table 4.1 for an example of how a phrase in another language is
used as pivot.

$PHARAO # answer # respuesta # 0.312589 ... 0.641541 ...

$PHARAO # response # respuesta # 0.350133 ... 0.75412

(Format: $PHARAO # e # s # pee Is) ... pes Ie) ...)

Table 4.1: Sample entries from a Pharaoh phrase taLle. The lexical prol>-
abilitics are not shown, because they are not considered for
t.he purpose of paraphrase generation. The product of the
probabilitif's shown in color contributes p( respue8tala'TlstL'er)*
p(rcsponselrespuesta) = 0.641541 * 0.350133 = 0.2246 to
p(responselanswcr) = 0.2335.

The paraphra.'ies and probabilities found this way can th{~nbe stored
in a paraphra.se table for our following experiments. However, the initial
paraphra."e table is much larg<,r than usual phra.<>etables used for t.rans--
lation. TIH'refore. we have to concern ourselves witb pruning tcchniques.
First of all, we choose to ignore phrase pairs el and C2 \\'it.h CI == e2.
bccaus(' we do not gain any new information from phrases being para-
phra.<;cdinto themselves. \Ve also perform ab80lute value pruning and
discard all entries with p(c21ed < 0.001, because phra.<;cpairs with such
low paraphra.,>eprobahilities hardly ever constitute sensible paraphra.<;es.
Obviously, this dra.<;tically reduces the size of the paraphra."ie table, as
docs disregarding rare paraphrascs e2 only seen once (singleton p11tT!ing,

i.e. e(e,) == 1).

[n addition. w~ also leave out paraphra.'ie::5t hat are too fn~quent, re-
ferring to the concept of stop words in information retrieval. Due to
thf'ir high frequency, words like ,. the" and ,.of" will be aligned with
large number!; of phrases. although they rardy constitute ~eJl!;ibIepara-
phrases. Ignoring such potential paraphra."\f's that OCCtll' more often in
the training corpus than a pre-determined threshold count is a concept
we call stop phrase pruning.
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In order t.o further reduce the number of translation hypotheses con-
sidered in the decoding process, we do not need to consider every single
possible paraphrase for a given source phrase, but only the best ones.
Therefore, we can choose to only consider paraphrases within a bearn
around the best paraphrase probabilityl, which \ve call beam. pruning in
the following sections.

Exploiting these pruning techniques by discarding paraphrases that
fulfill any of the pruning criteria mentioned above, we can shrink the
paraphrase t.able down to a manageable size without harming translation
quality later on.

4.2 Paraphrasing Sentences

A first assessment of the usefulness of the acquired paraphrases can be
made by viewing paraphrasing a:; a process of monolingual translation:
\Ve can usc t.he paraphrase table generated above to paraphrase sent.ences
by considering it as one part of the phrase table2 - t he other part would
enable the decoder to leave a source word as it b with a paraphrase
probability of 13,

The paraphra..,,;edsentences are then compared to reference sentences,
because in this case we can optimize the translation paramet.ers toward
generat.ing better paraphrased sent.ences using "IER t.raining and BLEU
([PR\VZ02]) a.<;the evaluation metric. Reference sets containing multi-
ple t.ranslations come in handy for this: \Ve refine the idea of creating
additional paraphrased references stated in [~lARD0714 by tran!;lating a

1A paraphrase is diseanlPl:1 if its probability b slIJalier than the one of the best
paraphrMe for the corresponding source phrase, mllltipli{~1by a pre-detcrminc't.!
beam size factor.

'.!ConSC'qu(,lltly,we optimize on(' phrase table scaling factor instead of the four mell-
tioned in 2.2 with this setup, resulting ill a total of five feature ,veights.

:.lAswe show in Section 5.5, while dropping this part leads to Illllch 10\'.1:'rBLEU
scores, uuder certain conditions this tedllliqw' actually f{'nd{'rs paraphrases that
differ a lot from the input, \vhich is exactly what we wallt when gf'llerating Illore
references.

4They randomly choS(' the selltellees which are to servc (l.'isourcc sentcllces.
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set of those references that arc evaluated worse by a language modeF',
with the "better" references as the reference set. We evaluated the pa-
rameten; that we optimized on development references on uns('en test
refereul:es, onl:e again paraphrasing the "won;e" rderences and evaluat-
ing against the "better" ones. The paraphrased references can then be
IIseo for t.raining, as described in Section 4.4.

4.3 Embedding Paraphrased Input into the
eMU SMT System

\Vhile our approach to paraphrasing for translation is similar to the
olle illustrated in [CUl\.006J, we do not mainly focus on translating pre-
viously unknown words, since this is only a problem under the scenario
of scarcity of bilingual data. Instead, our approach differs in the sense
that we examine to what extent paraphra.",ing can still be of help when
using large amounts of data. This means that we cannot cXI)('ct to gain
much by reducing the number of unknown source words (sin('e the sys-
tem knows them already from the training pha.se). However, hyoffering
the system alternath'e formulations of the same source input sentence,
we can hope to match longer phrases as in the following example: If a
sentence contains the sequence abc and the system has not seen this se-
queUl:e before, it would decode this sequence in three parts, although it
might know a translation of the sequence ao 'e, with b' being a paraphrase
of b. By replacing b with 0', we could thus match longer phrases in the
translation process and thereoy come up with more reliable translations.
See Figure 4.1 for an illustration of thb idea.

Our method of using paraphra--;es introduces a certain level of variabil-
ity on the source side and possibly evell some graullnatil:ally incorrel:t
input alternatiw~s - however, since the decoder assigns language model
scores to the consequent translation hypotheses, we work under the as-
sumption that for our purpose, slight errors in paraphrasing exactitude
caused by our relatively loose definition of \vhat makes up a paraphrase
will be corrected by the language model scores.

5\\'e used the SRI language lIIod('1 dl:'Scrihf-'(\ in [St.o02J.
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2

I(a)
1

f{b)
2

I(c)

(fI) Decoding without paraphrase information.

2

(b) Opcoding with paraphra."lf' informatioll.

Figure 4.1: 4.1(a) shows how the df'cooer would translate the three
phra.<;csa, band c separately into f(a) /(b) f(e) without para-
phrase information. If the information is available that b'
is a paraphraBc of b and the phrase ab'c is known instead.
a longer phrase ean be matched and ab 'e can be translated
into a single target phrase f(ab'e) in 4.1(b).

Thus, instead of only using source sentences as input for the ShIT sys-
tem, we allow for paraphrases of source phra.."iesto be used in place of
the original source phrases as well. \Vhile in [CDK006] this is none by
augmenting the phrase table with all the previously unknown transla-
tions of all the translations of paraphra~el;6,we choose to utilize lattice
input instead of sentence input. Lattice input is usually employed ,•...hen
translating spe{~ch;In the Automatic Sp('('ch Hp('ognition (ASR) ta:;k,

fi\Vith that approa<:h, it is 1I0t pos-'iihle to match longt'r phra<;('s, because the phrase
taule is only augnwuted with lIew translations that stem solely from paraphrases,
A translation of a phrase that is made up partly of ori~illal phrases and partly of
paraphrases as suggested in ollr example is therefore lIot c:ontainro ill the phra'ie
table,
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one tries to determine before the actual translation phase "what has ac.
tually been said", creating a lattice from audio input. An ASn lattice
is a directed graph, the nodes being spaces between ut teranccs and the
edges labeled with words and their corresponding acoustic scores that try
to capture how likely it is that a word ha.<;rcally been said7. In our case,
however, we do not usc acoustic scores, but paraphrase probabilities. An
example of such an input lattice can be found in Figure 5.5. This enables
the system to match longer phra."es as mentioned before. In lobeexample
in Figure 4.1, (CnK006) would offer additional translations for h, but
none for abc by paraphrasing b through b'.

Just as we would proceed with audio input, we use an additional ninth
feature function (d. Section 2.2) for paraphrased input so that the sys-
tem can learn the importance of paraphra."ed input during ).tER train-
ing. A lattice edge belonging to a word w is a."signed a score depend-
ing on whetherw originates from the original input sentence or from a
paraphrase as follows, using the paraphrase probabilities cOIllputed with
Equation 4.1:

latticej,core(w) = { I
y'phletl

if w is from the original sentence,
if w is part of a paraphr&;e ez
of length 11 of a source phrase e\.

(4.2)

This way a paraphra."e probability for a phrase of n words is split
evenly over the corresponding n edges in the lattice. Using this setup,
we can usc minimum error rate training described in (OchO:~]in order
to optimize the scaling factor for the importance of paraphrases without
making any additional assumptions beforehand about how likely the use
of paraphra."es is compared to the use of source phrases.

70m de<:()(ler also works with lattices int.ernally, geuerating new edgffi for all possible
t.ranslations found ill the phrase table aud then finding the pat.h with the- lowe!it.
cost.s as the translation result.
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4.4 Generating More References for Training

While the previous section concerned itself with paraphrasing all the
source side, we alw examine a promising application of paraphrasing in
the target language, i.e. t.he generation of morc references for the training
pha..'iC,an idea suggested in [~lARD07]. \\'c t1~ethe techniques mentioned
ill Section 4.2 and take the first II-best list entries that differ from the
human reference8 as additional references.

Since the initial approach allows for woros to stay unchanged with a
provability of 1 and since it therefore rather rarely favors paraphraRcs. we
also examine a different and rather drastic approach to reference genera-
tion. In order to favor paraphrases of higher variety, we train the system
again, this time leaving out the part of t.he phra.<;etable that. allows the
decoder t.o leave words unchanged with a paraphrase probabilit.y of 19.

Following good enginccring practices. we sct up a ba.'ieline by first
training the system without any additional refercnces and then evalu-
ating with the scaling factors thus derived. To test our approaches. we
suppl.y different numbers of additional refercncc sentcnces generated by
paraphrasing to train the system and then evaluate again with only the
original e..•.llluatioll references given.

KIfthere is one. Otherwise the tlllchanRcd human rf'ference is added again.
9Considering paraphra.~ing as a mOlloliu!!:ualtranslation !,mcl's..", the problt'lIl of
unknown words is 1I0t as severe a."lill the bilingual ca.o,;f>.\\'ords for which no
trans!atiOlLS were learne<l will just remain untrallslatNi - this is an emf'rgency
solution for bilingual tralls!ation, but an an,t>ptable option wllt'll paraphra..'iing.
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5 Results

In order to make it easier for readers to understand the paraphrased
sentences and to judge their usefulness, paraphrasing has always been
conducted on the English side. i.e. scntences have been paraphra.<,ed with
a paraphrase table as the phrase table in English language; paraphrasing
sentences on the source side has been done for the task of translating
English to Spanish, and the generation of more references on the target
side for the task of translating Spanish to English.

5.1 Data Sets

The data we used originates from the Spanish ErrS Verbatim task
of the 2006 TC-STAH projl:'Cl (Tf'cllllologj' and Corpora for Speech to
Speech Translation)! and mainly contains publicly available transcrip-
tions of European Parliament Plenary Sessions (EPPS). The character-
istics of the data used for the specific tasks can be seen in Table 5.1.

5.2 Paraphrases Found

\Vhen generating paraphrase tables for all u-grams contailwo in spe-
cific test sets, the initial paraphrases tables were huge. Therefore, we
performed (in that order) absolute value pruning with a threshold of
0.001, singleton pruning, stop phrase pruning with a threshold phra."e
count of 50,000 in the training corpus, and beam pruning with beam
siz('s of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0. We also generated a paraphra:;e table

Ihttp;llwww.tc-star.org.
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English Spanish
Sent. \Vords Sent. \\'ords

Train 1247314 35748618 1247314 37458054
English English

Sent. \Vords Sent. \\'ords
nev 1712 539945.:1 1712 56525

Eva) 8975.3 30289 897 31863
English Spall ish

Sent. \Vords Sent.. \\'ords
nev 1194 a0255 2:188 6:1:144
5.4
Eva]

1155 30486 2310 620225.4
Spanish English

Sent. \Vords Sent. \Vords
HI 1712 54263 1712 56185
HIQI ... ... 3424 112121
HI VI ... ... :1424 110841

Dev H,Q,V, ... ... 5136 166677
5 ..') H,H2 ... ... :1424 110519

I!1I!,(b(h ... ... 6848 220:181
//11121,'1 V2 ... ... 6848 218818
I!II!,QIQ,V, V, ... ... 10272 :128680

Eval 897 :10246 1794 621525.5

Table 5.1: Characteristics of corpora for training (Train), development
(Dev), evaluation (Eval). The actual phra.w tables used for
dt'coding were a paraphrase table in Section 5.3 and bilingual
phrase tables for all n-grams contained in the input for the
other ta.-;ks(d. Section 5.5 for the explanation of the different
reference sets in the final development pha.<;e).

with no beam pruning, but ab~olutevalue pruning instead with a thresh-
old of 0.1. See Table 5.2 and Figure 5.1 for the effects on paraphra.-;e
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table sizc2.

Paraphra."e lengths aft.er different pruning stages are shown in Figure
5.2, illustrating that most of the paraphrases arc two words long. Logi-
cally, the number of different phrases for which paraphrases are kept does
not. change anymore after the st.op phrase pruning stage if beam pruning
is applied, because this strat.egy ,•...ill always keep at least one paraphrase
for each phrase, i.e. t.he best one.

Pruning: Entries #Phrascs #Paraphrases
Strategy (Avg Length) (Avg Length)

~onc 158324576 39760 (2.80) 2038753 (3.51)
p> 0.001 2178730 39759 (2.80) 716975 (3.40)
e(e2) > 1 2021393 38940 (2.78) 580042 (3.24)

e(e2) < 50000 1914515 38938 (2.78) 579949 (3.24)
Beam 0.1 404022 ... 187940 (3.12)
Beam 0.25 178476 ... 98567 (3.04)
Beam 0.5 89156 ... 55417 (2.96)

Beam 0.75 56448 ... 37232 (2.89)
Beam La 42011 ... 29222 (2.87)
p > 0.1 32532 22645 (2.89) 23576 (2.90)

Table 5.2: Characteristics of the paraphrase t.able created for evaluation
in Section 5.4. Each pruning step was performed in addition
to the ones given in t.he liIH.'Sabove, except the final one, which
bypassed t.he beam size pruning stages.

The re.sults justify the fact that we carried out beam pruning only
after stop phrases were deleted: If we performed beam pruning first, we
would sometimes only keep stop phr(l.l;es, which would then be pruned
out in t.he later stop pruning phrase, leaving us with no paraphra..<;;esat
flll for the phrases concerned. Although stop phrase pruning does not
shrink the table significantly, it greatly improves quality: Stop phrases
constitute the highcst.muked paraphrase for more than 5% oCthe phrases

2\Vithin our approac:h. paraphrll-"e t.ables are generated spt><'ificallyfor a set of seu-
ten('l's, containing paraphrll-"Rs only for matching n-grams in a test set.
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$PARA • on joint • in the # 0.154303
$PARA • on joint • in the combination of # 0.0833332
...
$PARA • on legal • on the # 0.267931
$PARA • on legal • legal # 0.127191

Table 5.3: These examples show the importance of stop phrase pruning
before beam pruning. In the stop phrase pruning stage, the
colored entries ,,,ill be dropped in favor of paraphrases with
lower probabilities, but higher semantic equivalence.

in the table and are mostly judged worse by human experts than the
paraphrases with lower probabilities. See Table 5.3 for examples.

In general, our approach delivers parapl1ra.-;cs and corresponding prol>-
ability rankings that intuitively make sense. A sample extracted frolIl a
paraphra"c table can be seen in Table 5.4. \Vhile most of the ('utrics ill

that extract \vQuld be considered valid. note the disturbing example of a
best.judged paraphra8e that actually means just the opposite in the first
line3.

Since we do not include any syntactic or semantic information ill our
approach thus far, some paraphra.<;es still ("ontain incorrect or "problem-
atic" paraphrases. For example, potential paraphrru;es can perform a
different syntactic function and should not be considered if we are look-
ing for exact paraphrases, as in Table 5.5. Addit.ionally. the first line
shows an example of a paraphrase which is an antagonym4: The best
paraphrase suggested for the word "abandoned" can cause errors, since
in t.he sentence "He's left", "ie/C' can Loth refer t.o the concept of "still
remammg" as well as "having gone", Including semantic information
would be desirable in t.his ca.<;(',because paraphrasing can add ambiguity
to previously precise sentences. Also, phra.'ies that are yet t.o be para-
phra..'"iedcan be ambiguous or tiervc as hoth nouns and verbs, as in Table

JThis particular example was generated lJy English Sf'l\tPI\CPSabout "having a lmd
(,ollsciellce" and corresponding Spanish translations expressing "not having a clear
cOllt'idf'l\ce". and is therefore a result of alignment errors.

tAn antagonym is a word that can also mean its exact opposite.
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5.6. Therefore, syntactic or semantic information about the phra.<;cto
be paraphrlliied would enable us to filter the candidate paraphrases fur-
ther.

5.3 Paraphrased Sentences

The nLEU scores achieved when translating the set of evaluation ref-
erences judged worse hy a language mooe, evaluating against the better-
ranked sentences and with parameters optimized on the identical setup
using development references, can be seen in Table 5.7. The more para-
phrlliies were considercd, the higher the BLEU scores generally were,
improving by 0.4 OLEU points when using low beam sizes or no beam
at all, considering all paraphra.<;esleft after absolute value pruning with
a threshold of 0.001.

\Vhile we are aware of the problems that lie in the evaluation of para-
phrasing results with the BLED metric and although the mmputation
of BLED scores might be considered an academic exercise on this setup,
the results still show that to a certain extent, the system has learned
to make a sentence more similar to the other reference translation. Our
approach obviously depends 011 the degree in which multiple referellce
scntences of a single source senteuce differ from each other. The more
similar the reference sentences are. the less the system \villiearn to para-
phra.<;e. 82 out of 1712 times, the two reference translations given for
a source sentence were ('OTIlpletelyidenticaL punishing all paraphrasing
attempts. This also led to the ou.servation that for our fir~t approach
that allowed the df'coder to leave words unchanged with a paraphra.-,;e
probability of 1, 64 of the first-best hypotheses did not differ from the
input, and the other best hypotheses mostly varied by one phra...•e only.

The second approach, which does not allow the d('cod('r to leave words
unchanged at no costS, It,d to much lower BLEU scores because of fewer
B-gralll matches when comparcd to a rather similar rderence sentence.
However, most of the paraphra.<;(~sgenerated this way wcre not only

5Since the system works with a log-linear model and costs givt:'n by lH."gativcJoga.
rithmic prohahilitif'S, a probability of 1 is transforJlIt:'d into a cost of - IOli!; I = O.
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judged valid by human inspection, but also differed to a much larger
degree from the input. Using a beam size of 0.5 again, the system gener-
ated new sentences as the first-best hypothesis in all cases. making them
considerable candidat.es for additional references with the goal of adding
more variety in mind. See Tables 5.8 and 5.9 for examples to compare the
initial approach and the "brute force" paraphrasing technique when they
are applied in order to create more references in Section 5.5. A better
eva.111at.iollof our paraphrases in the training pha ..,>ewould be possible by
the integration of metrics that take paraphrases into account.

5.4 Translation with Paraphrased Input

As Figure 5.3 ilIustrat.es, t.he generat.ed paraphra;;e lattices grow much
larger the less pruning is applic'd. ConsC'qllently, the size of the set of
translation hypotheses is immense due to combinatorial explosion caused
by alternative paths and, for each path, numerous translation candi-
datcs6. This requires a strong degree of pruning for experiments and
therefore a low number of considered paraphrases hecause of memory
restrictions. Example lattices for our absolute value pruning approach
as well as different beam sizes can be seen in Figures 5.4 to 5.8. \'ote
that in the paraphrased lattices, some paths would lead to grammati-
cally incorr('('t sentences, which could be remedied by the integration of
a source language model. Also, the number of content words can change'
or additional articles are inserted8.

As Table 5.10 shows, the paraphrased input using paraphrases derived
from the same corpus that was also used to train the translation system
does not lead to significantly higher BLEU scorcs. This correlates with
the result.s in [CBK006j stating that paraphrasing becomes less helpful

6Although to the decoder, th", nUlIlbf'f of possible paths through the lattice matters
more than only the number of edges, we confine ourselves to edge numbers ill
Fi~ure 5.3. The number of resulting translation hrpoth~ is illlillensci:y hi~h
and, for higher beam sizes, surmounts 232

•

7 "lie ahead" is paraphrased into "ahead" in Figure 5.S.
8 "rf'ai dwUenyes" becomes "the rr:al ehallenyes.' in Fi~ute 5.5.
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the more parallel data the translation system is already trained with. In
fact, the decoder learns to ignore paraphrases by setting the paraphrase
scaling factor much higher than all the other ones9. However, Table 5.10
also demonstrates that in spite of those high scaling factors, paraphrases
still formed parts of the lattice pat.hs of first-best translation hypotheses
in numerous c8.,,('s. \Ve expect this to show more strongly if we usc
different paraphrase sources or fewer parallel data. See Figures .1.9to 5.11
for examples of varying quality in which longer phrases are matched when
paraphrases are considered, proving that our idea of matching longer
phrases with lattice input works ill general.

Especially Figure 5.8 offers an idea how paraphrased lattices could be
compacted further: For example, all the final edges are labeled with the
period at the end of a sentence, differing only in edge scores. These edges
could be combined to form only one edge h.y merging all the second-to-
last nodes into one node and b<u.'kpropagating scores to the incoming
edges of those nodes. Similar techniques could be applied at other places
in the latticelO• Figure 5.3 also shows how the longest sentences set the
upper boundary of beam sizes for which decoding is still possible without.
IIU'InOryconcerns. Therefore, instead of a fixed beam size, a flexible beam
size should be used in future experimcnts depending on the length of eac:h
sentence in order to flatten the curves given in the figure. In that case,
more paraphrases for ~horter scntences and fewer paraphrfL,>esfor longer
oncs ('ould be con~idered so that the a,,-ailahle mcmory would be fully
used for each sentence.

9Example set of scaling factors for the run with a heam size of 0.75, the last of
which heing the paraphrase scaling fador, traiued with all uPIX'r houndary of 5.0;
0.26:108 _0.66270 _ - 0.20954 _0. 06S 10 _0.0626{LO. 0956.5_0.09039 _0.076.') IA .H390 1.

we.g. to partially lIIerge the top six paths going out of node 3,
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$PARA # a bad conscience # a clear conscience # 0.122222
$PARA # a bad conscience # guilty conscience # 0.111111
$PARA # a bad conscience # ugly conscience # 0.104377
$PARA # a bad conscience # bad conscience # 0.0993265
$PARA # a bad conscience # a guilty conscience # 0.0606059
$PARA # a bad conscience # a good conscience # 0.0222222
$PARA # a balanced text # a ~ell-balanced text # 0.0491071
$PARA # a balanced text # a balanced text I # 0.0357143
$PARA # a balanced text # a balanced document # 0.0245536
$PARA # a balanced text # a balanced report # 0.0245536
$PARA # a balanced text # a text ~hich is balanced # 0.0245536
$PARA # a balanced text # ~ell-balanced # 0.0245536
$PARA # a barbaric # a barbarous # 0.25
$PARA # a barbaric # barbaric # 0.229672
$PARA # a barbaric # brutal # 0.183566
$PARA # a basic law # • a fundamental law # 0.269841
$PARA # a basic la~ # a basic act # 0.214285
$PARA # a basic law # a fundamental law # 0.190476
$PARA # a behaviour # behaviour # 0.512195
$PARA # a better # better # 0.312956
$PARA # a better # best # 0.0614035
$PARA # a better # greater # 0.0420554
$PARA # a better # improved # 0.0388021
$PARA # a better response # a better answer # 0.207143
$PARA # a big # a great # 0.147579
$PARA # a big # a large # 0.0880404
$PARA # a big # a major # 0.065936
$PARA # a big # great # 0.0406377
$PARA # a big # a serious # 0.0402758
$PARA # a big # a huge # 0.0296231
$PARA # a big # an important # 0.0201535
$PARA # a big hit # a great success # 0.451327
$PARA # a big hit # very successful # 0.0575221
$PARA # a big hit # a major success # 0.0530973

Table 5.4: Sample of a paraphra~l' table pnlTl('(i with a heam size of 0.1.
The entries in color would constitute the paraphrase table gen-
erated wit.h a beam size of 1.0.
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Figure 5.1: Effects of pruning 011 the paraphra.';e table used for evalua-
tion in Section 5.4. Figure 5.1(a) illu~t.rates that the various
techniques most ly prune out paraphrases wit h lower probabil-
ities. Figure 5.1(b) shows the number of different paraphrases
for a given phrase. The further left a curve is, the fewer al-
ternative paths have to be considered when decoding. Mind
the logarithmic scales and the fact that before pruning with a
probability threshold of 0.1, no beam pruning was performed.
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$PARA # abandoned # left # 0.107052
$PARA # abandoned # leave # 0.0254715
$PARA # abandoned # abandon # 0.0238598
$PARA # abandoned # abandonment # 0.0195465
$PARA # abandoned # given up # 0.0136555
$PARA # abandoned # abandoning # 0.0130148
$PARA # abandoned # neglected # 0.00877858
$PARA # abandoned # leaving # 0.00723795
$PARA # abandoned # dropped # 0.00720887
$PARA # abandoned # been abandoned # 0.00623596
$PARA # abandoned # be abandoned # 0.00584803

Table 5.5: Sample of a paraphra:;e table where syntactic errors come in:
\Vhilc the general meaning is still contained in these para-
phrfllies, tenses and word types differ from the ones of the
source phrase. These errors can be avoided by incorporating
semantic and part-of-speech information into paraphrase ta-
ble pruning or by ev"aluatillg a paraphrased sentence with a
language model.

$PARA # answer # response # 0.2335
$PARA # anS\1er # reply # 0.142478
$PARA # answer # respond # 0.0505235
$PARA # answer # solution # 0.0156104
$PARA # answer # respond to # 0.0154792
$PARA # answer # answers # 0.0118446
$PARA # answer # to respond # 0.00983687
$PARA # answer # responding # 0.00911422
$PARA # answer # reply to # 0.00761935
$PARA # answer # answered # 0.00752065
$PARA # answer # reaction # 0.00594168
$PARA # answer # meet # 0.00565372
$PARA # answer # response to # 0.00500908

Table 5.6: Sample of a paraphrase table with ambiguit.y on the source
side. Xot.ehow depending OIl whether answer is used as fl verb
or a nOUlI, n:spolld or respoT/...'iC would be a valid paraphrase,
hut not bot h.



Paraphrases Considered BLED Score
None 0.3910
p > 0.1 0.3940
Beam 1.0 0.3931
Ueam 0.75 0.3932
Ueam 0.5 0.3950
Deam 0.25 0.3937
Ream 0.1 0.3950
No Singletons or Stop Phra.'ies 0.3949
All with p > 0.001 0.3939

Table 5.7: ULEU scores achieved III Section 5.3 after different pruning
phases.
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III I will basically restrict myself to three aspects.
QI I will basically restrict myself to three points.
VI I shall essentially confine myself to just three points.
II, I shall limit myself, ba..'iically, to tllf('(' aspects.
HI we cannot allow this to go on happening and we have to con.

linue supporting the renewal of the fleet. .
QI we cannot allmv this to go on happening and we have to con-

tinue supporting the fleet renewal.
VI we must not allow this to continue going on and we must con-

tinue to support the fleet renewal
II, we can't let this go on happening, and we have to continue

supporting the renovation of the fleet.
HI so , I encourage you to keep on investing in the protection of

t he environment .
QI so , I urge you to keep on investing in the protection of the

environment.
VI therefore, I urge you to continue to invest in environmental

proteltioll .
Il, this I encourage you to do , to continue investing in environ-

ment protection.
III we move on to the next item on the agenda.
QI we move on to the next point on the agcnda .
VI we shallllow procced to the next point on the agenda
H, we go on with the next point of the agenda.

Table 5.8: Sample first.-best paraphra.'.;e hypotheses using a beam size of
0.5. /I, is the human reference uSf:'d as input., QI the para.
phrased output of the systclll with the first approach empha-
sizing quality, VI the output \vith the second approach stress-
ing variety, and 1J2 the other human reference provided. :\0-
tice how in general, F1 differs a lot from QI and the two human
references and. ignoring slight grammatical errors, would be
considef(,d a valid paraphrase in these examples.
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HI let me tell you that your attitude with respect to the subjcct
we are dealing with this Illorning is shameful.

ql let me tell you that your attitude with respect to the subject
we arc dealing with this morning is a disgrace.

VI Iwould like to say that its attitude with regard to the issue we
are discussing this morning is appalling.

H, let me t.ell you that your attitude is shaming considering the
topic we are debating here this morning.

HI in order to meet these goals, it will be necessary to have a
European textile plan that considers help for fe-structuring
and spedfk resources within t he framework of Union funds.

ql in order to Illeet these objectives, it will be necessary to have a
European textile plan that considers help for fe-structuring and
specific resources within the framework of Community funds.

VI to achieve these objectives, we must have a textile sector plan
to consider aid for re-structuring specific resources in the con-
text of Community funds.

H, to Illeet these objectives, a European textile plan, contemplat-
ing restructuring aids and specific resources within the Union's
funds frame, will be necessary.

HI firstly, we believe that demanding rcciprocity is essential.
ql first of all , we think that demanding reciprocity is crucial.
VI first of all , we think that demand f('ciprocity necessary.
H, in the first place, we think it indispensable to demand wci~

procity .
III our generosity does not go beyond that.
ql our generosity docs not go further.
VI of our generous it goes no further than this.
H, that's how far our generosity goes.

Table 5.9: ),lore sample first-best paraphra.<;ehypotheses. Here, the first
approach barely leads to any paraphrasing; the brute force
approach introduces lIew semantically corrc1ated words. but
also inexact paraphrru;es.
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Dev (1194 Sentences) EVdl (1155 Sentences)
Paraphrases DLEU PP Used DLEU PP Used
l\one 0.4767 - 0.46DT -
p> 0.1 0.4765 153(137) 0.4699 148(123)
Beam 1.0 0.4784 159(150) 0.4660 154(134)
Beam 0.75 0.4791 65(53) 0.4670 47(39)

Table 5.10: rH..EU scores achieved in Section 5.4 in t.he training (Dev)
and evaluation (Eval) phase for different pruning strategies.
Also, the Ilumbers of sentences arc shown in which para-
phra.<;csformed part of the path of thc first-oest hypothesis
(in parentheses: numbcn; of sentences for which the applica-
tion of paraphra.':iesactually led to a different translation com-
pared to the baseline). Paraphra."illg did not lead to higher
ULEU scores under this scenario where the paraphrases were
learned from the same large amount of data that the trans-
lation system was trained with.
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Figure 5.4: Paraphrased input lattice for the :;entellt'e "but real challenges
lie ahead ..., minimum paraphra.<;eprobability 0.1. Decoding
t.he ~('nt('n('(' "but genuine challenges lie ahead. " is now pos-
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Figure 5.5: Paraphra.<;cd input lattice for t.lw~elltence "hut real challenges
he ahead. ", beam size 1.0. Unlike in Figure 5.4, dl'coding
the sentence "however genuine challenge!:>we face." IS now
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Figure 5.G: Paraphra.<;('dinput lattke for the sentence "but rml challenges
lie ahead. ", heam size 0.75. Unlike ill Figure 5.5, decoding
e.g. the sentence "however, real issue ..•awatt U8 ." i~now

50 possible.



Figure 5.7: Paraphra'icd input lattice for the sentence ..'but rml challenges
lie ahead, ", bmffi size 0.5. Unlike in Figure 5.6. decoriing
e.g. the sentence "however', real difficulties ahead camp. " is
now possihle, 51
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Figure 5.8: Paraphra.">l:'dinput lattice for the selltell('C"but real challenge5
lie ahead. ", beam size 0.25. Unlike in Figure 5.7. decoding
e.g. the sentence "whde the real problems an? still to come. "

52 is now possible. However, the lattice has become too large
for cfficient decoding.
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(a) OC'Coding without paraphrase information.

(b) Decoding with paraphra.'w information.

Figure 5.9: The phra.<;c "joint motion for resolution. " is (lc-coded in hvo
parts into "propu.esta de ,.e~ol1lci6Tlcamtin ." without para-
phrase information in 5.9(a). In 5.9(1)), the whole phrase is
translated as one into "'7Y?soiucion comun . -"using the para-
phrase "joint resolution. "; however, the (,Ollccpt of motion
is lost.

(a) Decoding without paraph raM' information.

o ---,'t'

,0110(,0'"-

(b) Dl'e()(ling with paraphrase information.

Figure 5.10: The phrase "this is a en tical too['" is decoded in two parts
into "esta es una henurmenta csenczal" without paraphrase
information in G.lO(a). In 5.1O(h). only olle whole phra$c
leads to the sam<' translation when subst.itut.ing "is a critical
iool" by its paraphrase "IS an eS8entwi ioor, making t.his
an example in which the path length is rcrluc('d without any
effect on t he translation out put.
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(a) Decoding without paraphrase information .

(b) Decoding with pa.raphrase information.
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11\\'c did not choose a random refcrence !';incewe can assume that this approach more
arcurately simulate; tilt' scenario that only one human translahH who product'S
rdcrcII(:es of the same st)'le is usp<j instt'ad of two, dividing the costs to create
rpference translations in half.

Figure 5.11: The phra.<;e"[to develop} pilol H;gional protection programs
. " is decodf'd in four parts into the incorrect Spanish trans-
lation "piloto de proteccion regional de p7Vgmrnas .." withont
paraphrase information in 5.11(a). In 5.11(b), inserting the
paraphrase "p7Vgrarnmes" for "programs" corrects this er-
for into "prngramas pilolo de proteccion regionales . " and
ff'duces the path length from four to one. \Vhile the same
effpct could have been achieved by normalizing the training
data or test sets into either British or American English, this
is an example where the incorporation of paraphrases dras--
tically reduces the path length and results in better trans-
lation quality as well.

5.5 Training with Additional Paraphrased
References

Unlike in [:\IARD07], where four human reference translations wcre
available and random references were picked a..;; the source, we evalu-
ated our approach with only two human references at hand. Therefore.
we sd up a baseline training our system with only one (the first given)
human reference (H1)1l. \\'e supplied additional references found by
our two paraphrasing approaches, one stressing quality (Q) and one fa-
voring variety (V). For both approaches, we used the scaling factors
derived from paraphrasing worse towards better sentenccs all t.Il('d('vel-



opment reference set t.o paraphra.';e the first and second given human
references. 12. Consequently, we ran eight different experiments with the
referenee sets HI, HIQh HI VI, //IQl VI, lllJ[2, llIH2QIQ'l, lhl/2VI \12
and HIH'lQIQ2\71 \7213.

The scores achieved all the evaluation set after tnnnmg the system
with the different referenee sets are shown in Table 5.11. Surprisingly,
the BLEU score achieved using only one human reference for training
is higher than the one achieved using both human references - the sec-
ond human development reference might rliffer in style and/or quality
from the first one and the two human references used for evaluation;
also, length penalty issues might playa role. \Ve can see that while the
brute force paraphrasing method proves to be too drastic in its approach,
resulting in significantly lower scores whenever brute force paraphrases
were added to the reference set, the addition of n references generathl
with our first method to n human refcrcllc(,s did 110tchange I3LED scores
significantly and seems to be a too weak approach to paraphrasing. How-
ever, having the results from the previous section in mind. we plan to
test this approach again for setups \vith more sophisticated paraphrasing
tf'cimiques as •••...ell as other language pairs and paraphrase sources, for
which paraphrasing supplies more additional information than under the
CXamiIll'dscC'nario.

12Aetually. one would have to lI~eIi third indt'l)('ndent refer('Jl(:e:;('t as a dl-'wlopmem
.set just to optimize the scaling factors for parametf'f gt'npratioll independcntly.

13//] and H2 stand for the first and second human rl'ff'fene('s; Q" and \.'" are the
lirst-Iwst paraphrase hypotheses for H" that diff('f from 1/", ge]wratt"tl with the
quality (Q) or variety (l') approach.
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Dev Set BLEU Score
Il, 0.5416
H,QI 0.5415
H,F, 0.5393
H,QJF, 0.5336
lIJH2 0.5402
1f11I,QIQ, 0.5390
H./l2F) F2 0.5281
lflll,QIQI VIV, 0.5327

Table 5.11: I3LEU scores on the evaluation test sct after training the
system with the different reference sets.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

We showed how paraphrasing can be incorporated into the C:\IU S:\IT
system at various stages of the translation proccss. While in the current
case, paraphrasing did not incfease m.EU scores in sections 5.4 and
5.5 by a significant margin and although the system l(~arnedto exercise
paraphrasing only to a low extent, we obtained initial encouraging results
regarding the issue of matching longer phra.<;esby taking paraphrases into
account in 5.4, an idea that we plan to examine further under other, more
promising sccnarios.

Performance could be improved for all our approaches by considering
paraphra:-;es derived from external sources instead of using paraphrases
that were found ill the same data that the St\IT system was traitwo
with. \Ve are especially interestl,'<..1in trying out paraphrases derived
from monolingual data, as they promise to add more new informat.ion to
the syst.em than parallel bilingual dat.a that the system is trained with
anyway. As shown in [CBKOOG], paraphrasing source input becomes
less helpful the larger the training corpus is, because the system ha..,
prohably learned enough useful translations from the tOastamount of
training data already, and the numbers of unknown words and previously
unmatch('o long phra."es that could be relllroied by paraphra.<;ingthem
naturally bC('omessmaller. Related to this aspe('( is the question whether
paraphrases will be more helpful when used for the translation of other
language pairs for which current state-of-the-art systems do not work
as well yet a.s for English and Spanish. It would also be interesting
to compare the paraphra.<;csderived in S('ction 5.2 using Spanish as the
pivot language with those generated through other pivot. languages. Some
('rrors might. be avoidt'd using multiple languages of different structure a.s
pivot languages, others by integrating syntact.ic or semantic informatioll
both about the phra.'ie and its paraphra.se, as mentioned before. \Vitli
these different S('tups, we hope to develop the idea of o{'creasing path
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lengths further, because longer phrases can be expected to match more
frequently.

Our experiments in Sed ion 5.4 were harmed by the fact t.hat SOIIle
lattices simply became too large to ('ontain all possible paraphrases, be-
cause the resulting translation hypotheses were too numerous. \Vhile
our pruning strategies cmployed thus far seem to be promising, more
research 011 lattice pruning before the translation task would he helpfuL
e.g. a lattice should already in advance only contain those paraphr1ilies
that would lead to longer phrase matches. \Vhat"s more, lattices can be
compacted by merging partially identical paths as mentioned. [n addi-
tion, our definition of what constitutes a paraphrase is relatively loose,
and the integration of part-of-speech and context ual information might
help to filter out paraphra..<;esbeforehand that would form ungrammati-
calor semantically incorrect sentences. A language IIlodel Oll the source
side, potentially added as a feature function to the decoder, could punish
translation hypotheses that arc formed along a lattice path representing
a source sentence that is not well-formed.

The generation of paraphrased references in Section 5.5 might be fur-
ther refined by not only {'hoosing the best references out of an n-besl list
that differ from the existing human translations at all. but integrating
similarity measures su(;h as word-edit distan{'c compared to the other
chosen references into the selection process. A lattice structure for refer-
('nc(~sinstead of a high number of partly overlapping sentences is desirable
in order to consider all possible paraphrased sentenccs, as presented in
[PK\I03]. Also, we could consider a self-training approach similar to the
one presented in [Uef06] to perform training that concentraH.'s on those
paraphra.'ied. references that we consider "good", be<'auS(~our generated
paraphrases vary in quality.

\Vith all these further refinements, \\'C expect paraphra..<;ingfeatures to
hemme valuable sources of additional information which could previously
not be taken into consideration in the decoding process, allowing for
further improvements regarding S\IT quality in the foreseeabl{~futme.
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